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Kai-Lung Hui says 'too much, too fast' approach can kill curiosity to learn
Universities in Hong Kong are reportedly admitting a significant number of local students who do
not take the Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education examination. These students, who take
the International Baccalaureate diploma or General Certificate of Examination syllabus instead,
mostly study in international schools. Many come from upper-middle-class families.
Why would the universities want to admit more of these students? Some admission officers say
they are of equal or better quality than students in the HKDSE system.
In fact, many people have raised concerns about local schooling, which emphasises rote learning
and spoon-feeds students with difficult words and concepts beyond what they are supposed to
learn at their age.
I have seen words such as "astronaut" in local kindergarten textbooks. An admission interview has
become the norm before children enter primary or secondary school in Hong Kong. Some
interviewers even ask whether the applicants have comments on the chief executive's policy
address or the European financial crisis. We are talking about children of 11 and 12, or even
younger.
To prepare for these interviews, some parents send their children to multiple workshops and give
them loads of reading and homework. Some even force their kids to read textbooks and do
exercises for subjects one or several years ahead of time. Going to tutorial schools has become
an indispensable part of many a child's education here. Such intensive training puts extra pressure
on students and could dampen their curiosity for learning.
In fact, the Programme for International Student Assessment rankings show that Hong Kong
students are only marginally better than their counterparts in Finland in terms of science and
reading ability, yet Finnish students do not start school until seven, have minimal homework, and
are strongly encouraged to undertake extra-curricular activities. The same goes for the education
systems in many other countries.
More importantly, many administrators in local universities have lost faith in the rote learning culture
in Hong Kong. They prefer to choose students who have studied other curriculums because they
give the students more flexibility to pursue other activities.
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However, we should remember that the HKDSE students are the victims - they sacrifice much of
their youth, often not at their own will, to study for a qualification that is not well received by others.
We cannot blame the universities for welcoming non-HKDSE students. After all, it is meritocracy at
play. What we urgently need is to rebuild confidence in the local education system. The recent
education reform is a good initiative to steer students away from rote learning and emphasise allround education. However, to serve its purpose, we need a stronger focus on breadth rather than
depth of knowledge.
Instead of training students to excel in reciting difficult English words or memorising advanced
formulae for differential calculus, parents and especially teachers should give students more time
to understand and apply the subjects, and read more widely. The assessment should emphasise
application, not memorisation.
Being able to spell "astronaut" in kindergarten or know something about socio-economic issues at
primary school won't make a child any better than other children. All educators, including parents
and teachers, should remember that the purpose of education is to help a person learn and grow,
not compete with others.
Kai-Lung Hui is an associate dean of undergraduate programmes and a professor of
information systems at the School of Business and Management, Hong Kong University
of Science and Technology. The views expressed here are his own
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